Some of the expected advantages of next generation sequencing (NGS) for short tandem repeat (STR) typing include enhanced mixture detection and genotype resolution via sequence variation among non-homologous alleles of the same length. However, at the same time that NGS methods for forensic DNA typing have advanced in recent years, many caseworking laboratories have implemented or are transitioning to probabilistic genotyping to assist the interpretation of complex autosomal STR typing results. Current probabilistic software programs are designed for length-based data, and were not intended to accommodate sequence strings as the product input. Yet to leverage the benefits of NGS for enhanced genotyping and mixture deconvolution, the sequence variation among same-length products must be utilized in some form.
Introduction
Though the potential benefits of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies for forensic purposes have been understood for some time [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , it is only recently that the forensic genetics community has gained a better handle on their practical utility for DNA casework. Dozens to hundreds of markers with small, overlapping amplicon sizes can be multiplexed and simultaneously sequenced, offering a considerable improvement over current methods in terms of data recovery and discriminatory power. These advantages have been shown to be particularly useful when sample material is limited and/or only partial profiles are likely to be recovered [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , as well as in complex kinship scenarios where the sheer volume of data from multiple marker systems can substantially improve resolution [7] .
In addition to the benefits that come from large multiplexes of small amplicons are those that come from the sequence data themselvesparticularly for short tandem repeat (STR) loci. For more than two decades, intra-allelic variation has been known to exist, having been identified and at least preliminarily characterized via older sequencing technologies, mass spectrometry and other methods [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, there has simply not been a straightforward means of accessing STR sequence data in DNA testing laboratories built around capillary electrophoresis (CE) and STR repeat unit based chemistries. Additionally, since CE-based STR typing results are generally sufficiently discriminating, there has historically not been widespread interest in STR sequence variation for forensic casework purposes. With the likely future adoption of NGS in forensic laboratories, however, sequence data will be easily accessible and the practical benefits of those data may be exploited. For example, in cases for which only partial data are recovered, the rarity of sequence-based alleles versus repeat unit based alleles can improve the discrimination power for the limited number of loci. Similarly, in kinship scenarios, more informative statistics can be developed when the inheritance of identical repeat unit based alleles can be clarified with sequence information. Yet, one of the most anticipated benefits of NGS-derived STR data is the potential of sequence level information to improve the interpretation of mixtures.
Many studies have now demonstrated that the number of distinct alleles at any given marker increases when sequence variation is considered ( [5, 14, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , for example). At some loci, these gains are modest, with an average increase in alleles of only 6% and a maximum of 23% for the commonly employed simple repeats [23] . For other markers, the compound repeats in particular, the gains can be dramatic. On average, the increase in alleles by sequence versus length in these cases is 100%, with some markers showing gains greater than 200%. The fact that length-based alleles can be further resolved by sequence intuitively suggests advantages for the interpretation of mixed DNA profiles. In theory, sequence-based alleles would permit 1) resolution of repeat unit homozygotes into sequence-based heterozygotes (isometric heterozygotes), 2) distinction of contributors sharing repeat unit based alleles, and 3) differentiation of stutter products and true alleles. Indeed, in the few studies to date that have evaluated mixtures with NGS, these very advantages have borne out in practice [9, 29, 30] . The same studies also indicate that commercially available NGS-based STR assays may offer greater sensitivity to, and therefore detection of, low-level contributors. In at least two cases minor components could be detected in 99:1 mixtures [9, 26] , and all or nearly all loci exhibited mixture with 19:1 contributor ratios [9, 26, 30] . Though it will take time to develop a comprehensive understanding of the routine practical value that these features will impart to mixture interpretation, there seems to be little doubt that the sensitivity of currently available assays and, to an even greater extent, the granularity of the NGS (sequence) data will help in the detection of low-level contributors, in the determination of number of contributors and in the deconvolution process itself [9, 29, 30] .
Despite the fact that the value of STR sequence information for mixture deconvolution is becoming better understood, the use of NGS technology, and STR sequence data in particular, is still some ways off from being widely adopted in forensic laboratories. Further characterization and understanding of STR sequence variation is required, sufficient reference population data for sequence-based alleles are needed, and globally accepted standards for STR sequence nomenclature still must be established [31, 32] . As a result, nearly all operational forensic laboratories currently continue to employ CE-based technologies. CE technologies and repeat unit based chemistries sufficiently address the primary needs of the DNA testing community; and thus near-term laboratory improvements have not centered on NGS. Instead, a topic garnering substantial attention lately has been the interpretation of CEbased mixture data via probabilistic genotyping (for example, [33] [34] [35] [36] ).
Though probabilistic genotyping can be applied to any STR typing results, the approach was developed specifically to aid in the interpretation of complex data that are typical of evidentiary specimens, such as partial profiles, results developed from low template samples, and mixtures of DNA from multiple contributors [33, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Probabilistic methods address uncertainty in the DNA data through use of allelic drop-out and/or drop-in models, which are employed to determine the probability of the observed STR typing results according to all possible contributor genotype combinations. As probabilistic methods do not rely on the application of a stochastic threshold [48] [49] [50] [51] , they leverage more of the available genotyping data than a binary approach and have proven to produce more informative statistics with respect to contributors and non-contributors to the DNA evidence [52] . Some systems additionally employ probability models for interpretation of STR typing features such as stutter and degradation, which assists in reducing the subjectivity and/or inconsistency that can result from manual designation of products as either allelic or stutter [53] . These latter programs are often termed "fully continuous" in reference to their combined use of quantitative profile information (e.g. peak heights) and models of peak behavior [54] . Fully continuous programs result in probabilities that reflect that some of the possible genotype sets are more likely to have produced the observed data than others.
As a result of the advantages of using probability models for DNA evidence interpretation, as well as the availability of a number of developmentally validated software programs (both freely and commercially; for example, Refs [40, [43] [44] [45] 55] ), more and more laboratories are planning to implement probabilistic genotyping. Surveys of laboratories in the United States, for example, indicate that while only 20% currently employ probabilistic mixture interpretation, an additional 60% plan to validate and implement in the next year (D. Hares, personal communication). With this widespread adoption of probabilistic interpretation, laboratories interested in pursuing NGS for sequence data benefits will find themselves restricted by the availability of probabilistic genotyping software that can exploit sequence information. To facilitate the adoption of STR sequencing technology in forensic casework laboratories that currently use, or will soon be implementing, probabilistic genotyping for CE data, we have been considering steps towards probabilistic genotyping of NGS-derived STR typing results that can leverage at least some sequence information for mixture deconvolution in the near term.
The longest uninterrupted stretch (LUS) refers to the greatest number of contiguous identical sequence repeats within an STR [12, 56] . Several studies have demonstrated that for most current forensic autosomal STR (aSTR) loci the LUS is the region of the amplicon that typically results in stutter products (via the loss or gain of identical repeat units), and that the length of the LUS is often correlated with stutter ratios [12, 26, [56] [57] [58] [59] . For these reasons, the LUS identified by sequencing of some alleles has been used to model expected stutter for probabilistic genotyping of CE-based data [56, 58, 59] . The LUS has also been employed as part of an NGS data analysis tool to help filter stutter products and other noise from sequence-based STR data [60] . As has been noted [26, 58, 61] , sequence variants within the repeat region may result in different lengths of the LUS for alleles of the same size/represented by the same repeat unit designation. Thus, it is clear that the LUS length itself could serve to distinguish many same-length alleles that differ by sequence.
Here, we propose use of both the repeat unit and the LUS length in allele designations (in the format RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUSlength) as a means to represent sequence alleles for probabilistic genotyping of NGS-based STR results. We analyzed published population data to assess the degree to which a single reference LUS region could be determined for each of 27 aSTRs, and the extent to which use of both the repeat unit and the LUS length in allele designations can represent known sequence variation. Additionally, we conducted a proof of concept study in an open-source probabilistic genotyping program (LRmix Studio [55, 62] ) to demonstrate the feasibility of the LUS method for allele designation, and to preliminarily investigate the practical utility of sequence information for the interpretation of mixed and low-level DNA typing results. Finally, we examined the stutter products that occur at the compound D12S391 locus to explore how the LUS concept for allele designation could be applied in probabilistic programs that model stutter.
Materials and methods

Analyses of population data
Published sequence data for 777 individuals from four U.S. population groups [25] and 400 individuals from two British population groups [28] , both developed using the ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep Kit [63] and MiSeq FGx instrument (Illumina, Inc.) for sample typing, were used to investigate potential LUS length reference regions. For each of the 27 aSTR loci included in the ForenSeq assay, the sequence alleles were examined to determine the frequency with which different motifs in the core repeat region produced the LUS. From these analyses, the repeat region most commonly producing the LUS (from here forward termed the "LUS reference region") for each locus was identified.
The same two data sets were used to determine the percentage of sequence alleles per locus that would be uniquely represented using the RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUSlength format. To account for the fact that the data reported in Ref [25] contains additional flanking region sequence that is considered by STRait Razor [64] but not reported by the ForenSeq Universal Analysis Software (UAS; [65] ), the Ref [25] data were also assessed considering only the portions of each STR that are included in the ForenSeq UAS output (Table S1 ). That is, sequencebased alleles were considered in two ways for this data set: with the UAS reported regions only, and then again with the entire sequence string that included flanking regions. For all three data sets (alleles from Ref [25] Table S1 , a modified version of the table containing only the ForenSeq UAS regions for each allele; and the alleles from Ref [28] Table 1 ), and using the LUS reference regions previously identified, the LUS length was determined for each sequence and appended to the repeat unit allele. Counts of the distinct LUS-based alleles were subsequently compared to both the full sequence allele and repeat unit allele counts for each locus.
Proof of concept study
The proof of concept study used aSTR data developed via the MiSeq FGx Forensic Genomic System, with DNA Primer Mix B and UAS version 1.2.1 [63, 65] . All manufacturer protocols were followed, except where described below. A schematic of the samples and tests for the proof of concept study is displayed in Fig. S1 .
For the single-source portion of the study, two samples were used. Each sample was amplified in duplicate using the following DNA inputs for PCR: 125 pg, 62.5 pg and 31.25 pg. These 12 ForenSeq libraries were subsequently sequenced in the same pool containing 40 total libraries. For the mixture portion of the study, a total of 14 two-person mixtures were amplified and sequenced. Mixture Set 1 consisted of seven mixtures of Male 1 and Male 2, while Mixture Set 2 consisted of seven Female:Male 1 mixtures. For both mixture sets, the contributors were combined in the ratios 10:1, 5:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, 1:5 and 1:10. The two mixture sets were processed in separate MiSeq FGx runs in which 32 total libraries were pooled.
For the UAS analyses of both the single-source and mixture data, a custom set of aSTR stutter thresholds, determined from ForenSeq data [66, 67] , were applied. Sample Detail Reports were exported from the UAS, and the data were further reviewed to apply an analytical threshold of 30 reads (regardless of total locus coverage) and to remove any instances of stutter that exceeded the filters. The four single-source 31.25 pg typing results were also reinterpreted using an analytical threshold of 100 reads to simulate lower DNA input typing results. Poor typing of the Penta D locus was observed across all mixed samples, and thus the results for this marker were removed from the mixture data.
The resulting data (16 total single-source results and 14 total twoperson mixture results) as well as the five reference genotypes were then transformed into both 1) repeat unit based profiles, and 2) LUSbased profiles. The LUS profiles were generated by translating each sequence allele into a bracketed format (using in-house lookup tables) from which the length of the LUS (in the LUS reference region; Table 1 ) was then derived. The LUS length was appended to each repeat unit in the format RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUS length. For example, the D12S391 allele 15 sequence (AGAT)8 (AGAC)6 AGAT was designated as "15_8" in the LUS profile. The resulting repeat unit and LUS-based "evidence" profiles and five reference genotypes were subsequently formatted for interpretation in the LRmix Studio program [55, 62] . U.S. Caucasian allele frequency tables for repeat unit alleles and LUS-based alleles were developed using the allele counts in the ForenSeq UAS-modified version of Table S1 from Ref [25] , as described above. The allele frequency files, as well as repeat unit and LUS-formatted files for two mixtures (Mixture Set 1, contributor ratios 10:1 and 5:1) and their relevant contributors (Mixture Male 1 and Mixture Male 2) are provided as part of the Supplementary material (Folder S1) as example data.
LRmix Studio version 2.1.3 Community Edition was used for all probabilistic interpretations. For the single-source profiles, the contributor number was set to 1, Hp proposed the true donor as the person of interest, and Hd proposed an unknown contributor. For the twoperson mixtures, the contributor number was set to 2, Hp proposed the true donor as the person of interest plus one unknown contributor, and Hd proposed two unknown contributors.
In addition to interpretations performed considering all 27 aSTR loci typed by the ForenSeq assay, the single-source profiles were also interpreted using only the 20 core CODIS loci by de-selecting the seven non-CODIS markers in the Profile Summary Table. As a result, a total of 64 total Hp true single-source tests (32 with repeat unit alleles and 32 with LUS-based alleles) and 56 total Hp true mixture tests (14 each with repeat unit and LUS-based alleles, for each known contributor) were performed in the software (see Fig. S1 ).
All interpretations used the default theta value (0.01) and drop-in probability (0.05). For each interpretation the dropout probability for the hypothesized person of interest and all unknowns was set to reflect the observed dropout for the person of interest (see examples in Folder S1), rather than determined by using the Sensitivity Analysis and Dropout Estimation functions available in the software. This approach was taken to minimize the variability among interpretations, since the primary goal was to assess the difference in likelihood ratio (LR) values between the repeat unit and LUS-based interpretations. For the twoperson mixtures, only the obligate (unshared) alleles for a donor were used to determine the observed dropout probability. For all interpretations that used a dropout probability greater than 0, non-contributor tests (Hd true) were run in the software for 500 iterations. From each of these runs, the 99% Log 10 LR value was recorded.
LRmix Studio interpretations used the default minimum allele frequency of 0.001. Among the five distinct samples used for the proof of concept study (Table S2) , one repeat unit allele (allele 22 at locus D18S51) and two LUS-based alleles (allele 22_22 at locus D18S51, and allele 22_13 at locus D2S1338) were not observed in the U.S. Caucasian population data used for the allele frequencies. These alleles were thus assigned the minimum allele frequency in interpretation.
Examination of D12S391 stutter products
The D12S391 locus is a compound STR with two repeat regions, AGAT and AGAC, from which stutter may occur. To consider how the LUS concept for allele designation could be applied in practice when multiple stutter products by sequence are encountered, we examined the relative frequency and magnitude of stutter produced from the AGAT and AGAC portions of the repeat using D12S391 alleles typed from single source ForenSeq sample libraries. The ForenSeq data were developed as described in Ref [27] , using DNA Primer Mix B for typing and the ForenSeq UAS for analysis. The sample libraries came from sequencing runs 1, 3, 4 and 5 performed for that study.
The aSTR data were exported from the UAS to Excel via the Sample Detail Report function. All D12S391 sequences reported by the UAS, to include any clusters of identical sequences represented by greater than 10 reads (the fixed detection threshold in the UAS), were examined and manually classified as allelic, stutter or noise. To accurately assess stutter ratios, alleles that could not be distinguished from potential −1 repeat unit stutter were removed from the data set. Owing to the overall low incidence of −2 repeat unit stutter, as well as low stutter ratios when it was detected, alleles that could not be distinguished by sequence from potential −2 stutter were not removed from the dataset. In total, 196 D12S391 alleles from 103 sample libraries were retained for further analysis.
For each D12S391 allele, the LUS length for each portion of the compound repeat region (AGAT and AGAC) was determined. Sequences differing from the allele by one repeat unit via the loss of an AGAT repeat or an AGAC repeat were classified as −1 AGAT stutter and −1 AGAC stutter, respectively. Sequences that differed from the allele sequence by two repeat units via the loss of two AGAT repeats were classified as −2 AGAT stutter. No −2 AGAC stutter, and no +1 stutter from either portion of the repeat region were detected in the sequence data. Any sequence that could not be identified as either allelic or a logical stutter product (−1 of the core repeat units, or −2 repeat units from the same portion of the repeat) was classified as noise. Where stutter products were detected, the stutter ratio was calculated by dividing the stutter sequence read count by the allele sequence read count.
Results
Investigation of LUS length reference regions
The 746 aSTR sequence alleles detected in 777 individuals in Ref [25] and 503 aSTR sequence alleles identified among 400 individuals in Ref [28] were reviewed to determine whether the LUS was consistently identified within the same region of each STR. For 25 of the 27 loci in the Ref [25] dataset, the same region of the STR produced the LUS for every sequence variant detected. For the remaining two loci, D12S391 and vWA, the same region of the STR produced the LUS in all but four sequences (Table S1 ). Of the 79 distinct alleles reported for D12S391, the AGAT portion of the repeat produced the LUS in 77 of the sequences, whereas the remaining two sequences had equal AGAT and AGAC repeat lengths. For 33 of the 35 distinct vWA sequence alleles, the TAGA portion of the repeat produced the LUS, whereas the CAGA repeat produced the LUS with the remaining two vWA alleles. Among the 503 alleles reported in Ref [28] , the same two exceptions were observed with vWA, and one additional exception was identified in one D21S11 sequence (in which the first and last TCTA repeats were of equal length). As the same region of each aSTR produced the LUS in nearly all instances (99.5% of all alleles reported in Ref [25] , and 99.4% of all alleles reported in Ref [28] ), the repeat regions designated in Table 1 were used to determine the LUS length for all further work discussed herein.
Percentage of sequence alleles captured by use of both repeat unit and LUS
To assess the extent to which use of the LUS can capture sequence variation, we assigned a repeat unit plus LUS allele designation (in the format RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUSlength) to each of the aSTR sequence alleles in Table S1 of Ref [25] , and to the sequence alleles in the modified version of the table that contained only the regions of each locus that are reported by the ForenSeq UAS (Table S1 , this paper). Overall, when considering only the portions of each aSTR reported by the UAS, 88.3% of the allele variation by sequence, and 75.7% of the increase in the number of distinct alleles by sequence (as compared to by repeat unit alone) was captured by using both the repeat unit and the LUS length in the allele designation (Fig. 1A) . Among the three loci that are most variable by sequence (D21S11, D12S391 and D2S1338) the increase in distinct alleles captured via the LUS length was 61.6%. For the remaining 24 aSTR loci, > 90% of the increase was captured. If considering the full sequence information available from the STRait Razor analyses, use of the RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUSlength format represented 82.2% of the allele variation by sequence, which translates to 65.7% of the increase in the number of distinct alleles by sequence as compared to repeat unit alone (Fig. 1B) . The lower percentages when considering the data accessed by STRait Razor are primarily due to additional flanking region sequence variation for four loci (D7S820, D16S539, D20S482 and D22S1045) that is not reported by the UAS and does not impact the LUS length. An examination of the ForenSeq alleles from two British populations reported by Devesse et al. [28] revealed a highly similar picture: overall, 86.9% of the allele variation by sequence was captured by use of the LUS allele designation concept (data not shown).
Tests of the LUS concept
For the five distinct samples used for the proof of concept study (Table S2) , all sequence alleles were uniquely represented by use of the repeat unit plus LUS length designation. For the two samples used for the single-source testing, one had two loci with isoalleles (alleles identical by length but different by sequence) whereas the other had no isoalleles. For the first mixture set, neither Male 1 nor Male 2 had isoalleles individually, but three alleles shared by repeat unit were not shared by LUS concept designation. For Mixture Set 2, the Female sample had two loci with isoalleles, and two loci with alleles shared by repeat unit but not by LUS concept designation with Male 1.
LR values obtained by interpretation of the single-source and mixed contributor profiles in LRmix Studio demonstrated two general trends. First, the LR values obtained for true contributors to the LUS-based profiles were nearly always higher than those for the repeat unit profiles (Fig. 2) . In two of the 42 comparisons, however, the LUS-based interpretations produced lower LRs. Both instances occurred with interpretation of Mixture Set 1 when the minor contributor was proposed as the donor to the 1:10 and 10:1 mixtures (Fig. 2B , " > 75%" obligate allele dropout category). In both cases, alleles at three loci (D12S391, D2S441 and D9S1122) were shared by the major and minor contributors by repeat unit, but were not minor contributor alleles by sequence/LUS allele designation. That is, the typing results exhibited dropout of alleles specific to the minor contributor, but this dropout was only apparent when the allele sequences were considered. A review of the per-locus LR values in the LRmix Studio reports revealed that at these three loci the minor contributor LR value was higher for the repeat unit interpretation than the LUS interpretation, whereas the LR value was the same or higher for the LUS interpretation at all other loci.
The second general trend observed in the data was that as allelic dropout decreased for a contributor, the magnitude of the difference Fig. 1 . Extent of sequence variation captured by use of the LUS. Using published ForenSeq data for 777 individuals from four population groups [25] , the number of distinct alleles per locus that would be captured by use of the LUS length in allele designations (dark blue bars) was compared to the alleles detected by sequencing (light blue bars) and the number of alleles represented by repeat unit alone (gray bars) for A) the regions of each locus reported by the ForenSeq UAS, and B) the complete sequence data reported by Ref [25] .
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Forensic Science International: Genetics 34 (2018) 197-205 between the repeat unit and LUS-based LRs increased (Fig. 2) . Considering both the single-source and two-person mixture results (and regardless of the number of loci interpreted), use of the LUS in allele designations on average doubled the LR values when contributor dropout ranged from 50 to 75%. However, when greater than 50% of a contributor's alleles were recovered, the LUS interpretation LRs were at least an order of magnitude greater than the repeat unit LRs in 39 of 44 instances, and on average the LR increased by 2.48 orders of magnitude (s.d. 1.04). The same two general trends were observed when considering noncontributors to the DNA evidence. Overall, 82% of the LUS interpretations produced 99% Log 10 LR values lower (indicating greater exclusionary support) than those obtained with the repeat unit based data. The 99% Log 10 LR values were 0.86 orders of magnitude lower on average when contributor dropout ranged from 50 to 75%, compared to an average of 3.44 orders of magnitude lower when contributor dropout was less than 50% (data not shown).
At all levels of dropout, interpretations of the single-source profiles that used only the 20 core CODIS loci resulted in smaller gains in the LR going from repeat unit to LUS-based alleles as compared to interpretations that used the full 27 ForenSeq loci ( Fig. 2A) . This was the expected result. However, we note that the magnitude of the difference observed when considering different numbers of loci will depend on multiple factors, including the specific assays, loci, and contributor genotypes involved.
D12S391 stutter products by sequence
To consider how the LUS concept could be applied in fully continuous programs that model stutter, we assessed the incidence of AGAT and AGAC repeat stutter products produced when sequencing the compound D12S391 locus. As Table S3 demonstrates, 92.8% of the alleles exhibited −1 repeat stutter from the AGAT portion of the STR, and the −1 AGAT stutter was detected in nearly every instance (89 of 90) when the associated allele was represented by greater than 200 reads. Minus 1 repeat stutter from the AGAC portion of the repeat was observed less frequently, and was never detected when allele read coverage was less 200. Overall, −1 AGAC stutter occurred with 17.3% of the D12S391 alleles. When only those alleles with coverage greater than 200 reads were considered, −1 AGAC stutter was detected 37.8% of the time.
The AGAT and AGAC −1 stutter ratios for all alleles with read coverage greater than 200 were plotted as a function of their repeat motif (AGAT or AGAC) LUS lengths to assess 1) the ratios for AGAT versus AGAC −1 stutter at the same LUS length, and 2) the general fit of a linear LUS stutter model [58] for D12S391 when the two repeat motifs are considered separately (Fig. S2) . While the −1 AGAC stutter data was limited due to its lower incidence, the plot indicates that at the same LUS length, the AGAT portion of D12S391 produces more stutter than the AGAC portion of the repeat. Given its application to the AGAT and AGAC portions of the repeat separately, the LUS stutter model fit to the data (assessed by the R 2 value) is similar to what has been previously reported for some other STR loci [59, 61] . Flanking region sequence variation has recently been reported to impact stutter ratios for some STR loci with simple repeats [68] . While D12S391 data were not delineated by flanking region sequence in this study, we note that the presence or absence of a final AGAT repeat following the AGAC repeat region of D12S391 may affect stutter ratios and the resulting fit of a linear LUS stutter model.
Discussion
To take full advantage of the allele resolution achieved via sequencing for mixture interpretation, the ultimate aim would be a probabilistic genotyping program that can utilize sequence strings. A number of string-based search and alignment algorithms are available, and some sequence alignment tools have been developed for secondary and tertiary analyses of NGS-based STR products (e.g. [60, 69, 70] ). However, the implementation of string-based comparison tools for STRs within a probabilistic interpretation software is unlikely to be as simple as the straight adoption of any one of the currently available alignment algorithms. The ideal algorithm within a probabilistic framework (particularly for fully continuous programs) must be sophisticated enough to assess different alignments, evaluate sequence information in the context of previously characterized and categorized data (i.e. alleles), and incorporate biologically relevant information. If the development of consistent and forensically appropriate string alignments (and nomenclature) for mitochondrial DNA [71] [72] [73] are any indication, more sophisticated algorithms than those currently available will be required, and will likely take some time to realize for practical use in probabilistic programs.
In the interim, one of the options for probabilistic genotyping of NGS data is STR typing by sequencing, but interpretation of the results based on repeat unit alleles alone. This approach would permit use of any of the presently available probabilistic programs for NGS data interpretation, but would eliminate one of the primary advantages of NGS for mixtures: the potential to improve interpretation via the sequence variation among alleles of the same length.
A second feasible near-term option is representation of sequence alleles in a format that can be accommodated by current programs. To capture all sequence variation, distinct alleles could be artificially numbered, or otherwise given a unique alphanumeric identifier to designate both the repeat unit and specific sequence variant (as has been suggested by EUROFORGEN to standardize sequence allele nomenclature [74] ). Yet, such a system poses challenges. As the identifiers would not be based on the underlying biology of the STRs, regular use would require common agreement for the designations, maintenance and curation of a database of named sequence variants, and processes for handling previously unseen alleles encountered in typing results. More importantly, from the perspective of probabilistic interpretation, implementation in programs that model stutter would require identifier consistency up and down each allelic ladder to associate potential stutter products with parent alleles.
While the LUS method we propose here does not represent 100% of observed sequence variation, its use resolves the challenges of the other near-term options. As the biology-based LUS length is derived directly from the sequence itself, allele designations that combine the repeat unit and LUS length do not require a reference database for lookup or special processes for new variants. Further, with the representation of sequence variants in the RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUSlength format, the allele/stutter relationship is straightforward to maintain: generally, the primary stutter product (−1 repeat unit) will be −1_1 compared to the parent allele since stutter typically occurs from the LUS.
A complication in this allele/stutter relationship arises only when complex and compound STRs are considered. These loci have more than one sequence motif within the repeat region, and stutter could conceivably occur from any of them. For example, the D12S391 locus has the general tetranucleotide repeat structure [AGAT] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [AGAC] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [AGAT] 0-1 (see Ref. [13] ). In CE-developed STR data, the stutter associated with a D12S391 allele will be −1 repeat unit regardless of whether the stutter occurs from the AGAT or AGAC portion of the repeat region. However, as the data in Table S3 demonstrate, we may detect two distinct −1 repeat unit stutter products in sequence data for D12S391: the stutter product that occurs from the AGAT portion of the repeat region, and that which occurs from the AGAC portion. This potential for multiple stutter products can be accommodated, however, in a clear-cut and consistent manner using the LUS concept for allele designation. By common definition of one of the repeat motifs in a complex or compound STR as the reference region for the LUS length determination (Table 1) , all products for the locus, including stutter, would be designated by reference to that region. For D12S391, the two potential −1 repeat unit stutter products would thus be represented by relation to the parent allele as −1_1 (any stutter from the AGAT region) and −1_0 (any stutter NOT from the AGAT region). An illustration of this using D12S391 typing results for a single-source sample is depicted in Fig. 3 . For application in probabilistic programs that model stutter, the isoforms could be associated with stutter ratios developed from empirical data, or the secondary product could simply be allowed some probability of occurrence.
The results of the proof of concept study reported here demonstrate both that 1) allele designations using repeat unit and LUS length can be accommodated by programs that do not require products to be integers, and 2) the use of sequence information for probabilistic interpretation generally increases LRs for true contributors to the DNA typing results (Fig. 2) and produces more support for exclusion of non-contributors. While LR gains for true donors were modest when less than 50% of a contributor's alleles were recovered, it is likely that interpretation in a fully continuous program (rather than the semi-continuous program used here) would produce larger differences between repeat unit and LUS-based LR values for mixtures when limited information is recovered in the evidence profile. This trend has been previously observed when comparing semi-continuous versus fully continuous programs [75, 76] . Additionally, the use of stutter modeling would likely also further improve contributor resolution due to additional information that could be used for interpretation. For instance, if −1 repeat stutter products were present and considered in the interpretation of the two-person mixtures examined here, the LUS-based designations would add additional information as compared to repeat unit alone at four loci in each mixture (Table S2 ). We also note that the total sample size in this proof of concept study was very small (N = 5 individuals) and only mixtures of up to two individuals were examined. Thus, in many instances the LR differences observed between the repeat unit and LUS-based interpretations resulted exclusively from the increased rarity of the LUS-based alleles, as no isoalleles were present among the recovered loci. Further testing of more genotypes and a greater range of contributor ratios, DNA inputs and numbers of contributors will be needed to better understand the true practical value of sequence information for the interpretation of low level typing results and mixtures.
The use of the LUS concept for fully continuous probabilistic genotyping would seem to require only two primary changes. First, the programs would need to accommodate non-integer (i.e. string) products for interpretation. Second, if stutter modeling was to be used, the programs would need to allow for some probability of a secondary −1 repeat product. We note that the latter is true regardless of whether the LUS concept or some other sequence product designation scheme is applied -and that in the case of an artificial numbering system (for example), some alleles at complex or compound loci could have more than two −1 repeat stutter products by sequence [66] . While the consideration of two typing products (rather than one) as potential −1 repeat stutter is more complex than current probabilistic genotyping algorithms permit, the approach would still seem to represent a reasonable intermediate step between current software options for fully continuous interpretation of CE-based STR data and those that would need to be developed to accommodate full sequence strings. An alternative to allowing for more than one stutter product could be the application of a threshold that eliminates secondary products prior to probabilistic interpretation. With this approach, fully continuous programs would only need to be modified to handle the RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUSlength format and recognize −1_1 products as potential stutter. As with any use of a stutter ratio threshold, though, this approach could exclude otherwise useful information and/or risk inclusion of stutter that exceeds the threshold.
In addition to facilitating the interpretation of some sequence variation in a probabilistic framework, the LUS concept for allele designation has several additional advantages. The LUS length is easily derived from the sequence data, and the simple RepeatUnit.PartialUnit_LUSlength format is highly similar to current repeat unit STR nomenclature. Maintaining the repeat unit in the allele designation enables backward compatibility to existing STR databases, and also permits straightforward visual comparisons (e.g., for exclusionary purposes) between NGS-based Fig. 3 . Illustration of LUS concept product designations for stutter isoforms. Actual D12S391 ForenSeq typing results for a single-source sample were used to depict how multiple −1 repeat stutter products would be designated using the LUS concept. Stutter occurring from the LUS reference region would be represented as −1_1 as compared to the parent allele, whereas stutter that occurs from any other region of the STR would be represented as −1_0 as compared to the parent allele.
and CE-based profiles without the need to further transform either typing result. Additionally, as the LUS length relates only to the repeat region of the STR, allele designations using LUS concept will be concordant regardless of the NGS assay or analysis software used for typing (which may differ in the portions of the flanking region targeted or reported). This consistency would enable known specimen profiles to be compared to single source and mixed contributor typing results from evidence items even if the NGS typing was performed using different assays, sequencing platforms, data analysis programs or by different laboratories. Similarly, it would permit use of allele frequency data developed via any NGS-based STR typing system.
Conclusions
NGS has been shown to have substantial advantages over CE for aSTR typing with respect to 1) the greater number of markers that can be simultaneously typed, 2) the minimization of STR amplicon size, and 3) the greater information content of the sequence data themselves. A combination of these factors, together with potential increased sensitivity to low-level DNA contributors, is likely to improve both the detection of mixtures and the resolution of distinct contributors. Unfortunately, the tools necessary to exploit sequence information for the interpretation of mixed DNA profiles in a probabilistic framework are lacking, and it may be some time before a probabilistic solution that makes full use of the complete sequence information is developed. As a result, we propose an intermediate solution based on the LUS that would enable near-term use of greater than 80% of the currently known STR sequence variation in mixture analyses. Though this allele designation concept is largely suggested as a practical solution to a shortterm problem, it is an approach that has a number of advantages. Because the concept is based on the core repeat region(s), the complexities related to the range of the locus sequenced (which may vary based on assay, NGS data analysis software, and STR sequence reference databases) that would otherwise require consideration and accommodation can be avoided. In addition, as the LUS length is derived directly from the sequence, allele designations using the concept do not require a curated list of sequence variants and their associated identifiers. Further, because the LUS concept format maintains the numeric repeat unit allele designations used in extant STR databases and familiar to forensic practitioners, it may ease the transition from CE-based genotyping to sequence-based genotyping. Already, currently available NGS data analysis packages transform and represent abstract digital data in familiar "electropherogram" form [64, 65] for, presumably, similar reasons. Ultimately, by facilitating probabilistic interpretation of sequence-based STR data in software programs that currently exist (as we have shown here) or are highly similar to those that already exist, and at the same time leveraging the vast majority of currently characterized STR sequence variation, use of the LUS length in allele designations could result in more informative mixture statistics in the very near term.
